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disclaimer: the wifi hacking android apps mentioned ahead in this list are for educational purposes only and one is expected to use them for testing their own
security. hacking or attempting to crack someone elses wifi security without permission is a criminal offense. so, use these tools responsibly. the program is
an open source wifi hacking tool. features: uses the android usb host mode and wi-fi direct (near field communication) to transfer your data to a usb drive.
automatically scans and stores the connected wi-fi networks and their respective credentials for later use. password recovery via captcha. extract the data
stored in the connected wi-fi networks using the data extraction tool. wps activation. dump all the captured data. provides a detailed log of all the activities
performed by the program. supports all the major wi-fi encryption types including wep, wpa, wpa2, wpa2 psk, wpa3, and wpa3 psk. supports mac address
filtering. supports the latest android api 24 and above. supports windows, mac, and linux operating systems. supports wireless networks with a maximum of
5 ssid/network names. supports wireless networks with a maximum of 255 mac address. supports wireless networks with a maximum of 255 subnet mask.
supports wireless networks with a maximum of 64 channels. supports wireless networks with a maximum of 64 bssids. supports all the wi-fi related
standards.
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wifi cracking was in fact very well for hacking wifi passwords, but it is not possible to crack wep or wpa-psk with out an external dictionary or the use of brute
force techniques. but it’s quite possible to recover wpa2 passkeys using special tools which use known dictionary attack methods. these are the best tools

available for hacking wifi passwords. gimli is an open-source wireless hacking software designed for unix-like operating systems. this tool is capable of
detecting susceptibilities in layer 2 network protocols. it is a powerful tool for analyzing and testing the deployed wifi networks. gimli is capable of identifying
security vulnerabilities in the following network protocols: wandisco is an open-source wireless hacking software designed for linux-based operating systems.

this tool is capable of detecting susceptibilities in layer 2 network protocols. it is a powerful tool for analyzing and testing the deployed wifi networks.
wandisco is capable of identifying security vulnerabilities in the following network protocols: gather is an open-source wireless hacking software designed for
linux-based operating systems. this tool is capable of detecting susceptibilities in layer 2 network protocols. it is a powerful tool for analyzing and testing the

deployed wifi networks. gather is capable of identifying security vulnerabilities in the following network protocols: wifite offers useful password cracking
features and is compatible with linux based operating systems. it is capable of attacking several wep, wpa, and wps encrypted networks in a row. wifite is the

hot favourite in the industry for pentesters. it is an ideal choice to test your wifi hacking skills and examine clients wireless networks for security
susceptibilities. 5ec8ef588b
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